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Abstract
The hybrid system of personalized product recommendation in e-commerce, by
integrating various methods, was presented in the paper. Each e-commerce user
has assigned their own weights corresponding to particular methods. Due to the
permanent and personalized adaptation of these weights, the system can adjust
the influence of individual methods separat ely for each user. Testing the
implementation and evaluation of recommendation efficiency were also described.

1 Introduction
Recommender systems are an important part of recent e-commerce. They enable the
increase of sales by suggesting to users selected products on offer. The problem of how
to choose the most suitable items, possibly with respect to the user’s inclinations, is a
challenging research problem that has been investigated for many years.

2 Recommendation Methods
Four fundamental approaches to recommendation can be mentioned: demographic
filtering, collaborative and content-based recommendation, and simplified statistical
approaches [15]. In demographic recommendation, users are classified based on their
personal data, which they themselves provided during the registration pro cess [19].
Alternatively, this data can be extracted from the purchasing history, survey responses,
etc. Each product is assigned to one or more classes with certain weights and the user is
attracted to items from the class closest to their profile. This is attribute based
recommendation.
Collaborative recommendation is typically based on item ratings explicitly delivered by
users. The system recommends products, which have been evaluated positively by
another similar user or by a set of such users, whose ratings have the strongest
correlation with the current user [10]. This is user-to-user correlation.
Content-based recommendation focuses on the similarity between products, usually
taking into account their features like textual descriptions [14], hyperlinks, related ratings
[24], or co-occurrence in the same purchased transactions or web user sessions [13].
Items that are the closest to the most recently processed (viewed), are recommended
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regardless of user preferences. This is item-to-item correlation. Association rules and
sequential patterns are the most interesting techniques used in recommendation based
on item-to-item correlation [7, 8, 18, 20, 32]. They are usually applied to data sets related
to items such as purcha ses [2, 18], ratings of TV programs [26], navigation paths [8, 18,
22, 32] rather than directly to item attributes.
In the statistical approach, the user is shown products based on some statistical
factors; usually popularity measures like averages or summary ratings (the best rated),
and nu mbers of sold units (the best buy) [28].
A single recommendation method can offer either ephemeral or persistent
personalization. The former is based only on a current session and can deliver a different
list on every page of a website but be the same for all users. Persistent personalization
uses the history of user’s behaviour and generates a different pro duct list for each user,
but it works only with identified, logged in users [28].
There are some surveys about recommender systems published [1, 25, 27, 28, 29].

3 Problem Description
Most recommendation methods have significant limitations (Table 1). Collaborative and
some content-based filtering methods hardly cope with new users and new products, for
which there is no appropriate data (ratings or purchases). Yet another analogue
weakness is the problem of sparseness. It could be difficult to estimate reliable
correlations between a product and a user in the environment with large amounts of
empty data. This may also result in a recommendation list that is too short [13].
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Table. 1. Features of basic recommendation methods. "+" denotes the solved problem
while "–" the ones unsolved
Methods dependent on the user such as collaborative and demographic filte ring
cannot be used in anonymous e-commerce sites due to identification necessity.
Additionally, they require much onerous effort from the customers who are forced to
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input their personal data.
Statistical and collaborative filtering as well as association rules method are not able
to recommend new items to the user, this is their substantial weakness. This comes from
the usually long-term lack of enough data about sales, ratings or web user sessions
related to these new items. This is not the case for other, content-based methods that
make use of item attributes, which are provided with the insertion of the new item.
Susceptibility of association rules to the problem of sparseness can be solved by the
adjustment of the appropriate values of parameters such as minimum support and
minimum confidence or by the density increase by means of the introduction of indirect
association rules [13, 18].
There are two kinds of pages in regular e-commerce sites: product pages, relevant to
items from the e-commerce offer and non-product (normal) pages that possess static
content: the latest company news, product reviews, some practical advise, etc. The latter
are usually not related to particular products. [13, 14]. Methods based only on item-toitem correlation, sensitive to “viewed item”, hardly cope with recommendations on
normal pages, because they are unable to select related products.
The remedy for these and other shortcomings, many hybrid systems were proposed
[3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 15, 30, 31].

4 Personalized
and
Adaptive
Recommendation Methods

Integration

of

4.1 The Concept
The main concept is to overcome the shortcomings of a single recommendation method
and to deliver full personalization, which could offer every user different product lists
which change during navigation. It s imultaneously depends on watched products
(content-based, ephemeral personalization), history of user’s behaviour (e.g. ratings)
and the user’s likes and dislikes (persistent personalization) as well as effectiveness of
previous recomme ndations for the given user (adapted personalization). To achieve full
personalization, the system combines association rules for ephemeral content-based
personalization as well as collaborative and demographic filtering for persistent one.
Consequently, a complete hybrid recommender system is obtained that integrates many
independent recommendation methods in a personalized and adaptive way. It exploits
weights that are dynamically recalculated according to the effectiveness of the
recommendation. It means that the more effective the particular method is, the bigger the
weight it will have. This results in a bigger influence on the final recommendation list.
Another unique feature of the concept is its personalization capability. Every user has
its own personal set of weights corresponding to the method’s usefulness for this
individual. The system also uses its knowledge gained from previous users to better suit
its new ones. At the first launch, with no user accounts, weights of all methods are set to
system base values determined by constant initial parameters. After some users join the
system, these system base weights are reca lculated. First, the average value for each
method is estimated from weight sets of all users. Next, these values are normalized so
that their sum is the same as at the beginning. Every new user starts from system base
weights as initial values. Once a user gets his own weights set, only his personal
behavior has an influence on it. The problem of initialization and synchronization of
knowledge update in recomme nder systems was considered in [12, 16]. The first
preliminary version of our concept was published in [17].
The work starts with the user’s interaction (Fig. 1). The context of interaction (the
requested web page URL and the user identifier UID) determines which conditions have
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been fulfilled and, in consequence, which methods are allowed to present their
recommendation lists. The context is also utilized by some me thods e.g. collaborative
filtering uses UID whereas association rules discovered from purchases require URL.
The system is capable of integrating any number of methods, although in the
implementation, only five have been used. If a user is logged in, the system exploits
collaborative and demographic recommendations – only in this case the system has the
appropriate source data. Otherwise, two simple statistical methods are used: “the best
rated” and “the best buy”. Collaborative filtering makes use of ratings inserted
previously by registered users whereas demographic recomme ndation is based on
matching personal data: likes and dislikes, pre-owned products, annual expenses on
certain category, etc. To improve recommendation quality association rules were
introduced. They reflect cases in which a given product was purchased together with
the set of another one frequently enough that this set might be recommended on the
web page describing the given product. This recommendation technique is a kind of
content-based method, which generates a different but static list on every product page.
Its biggest disadvantage is that it can be used only on product pages and not on other
ones, e.g. news pages or so-called white pages [14]. The system assumption is that one
pro duct page corresponds to exactly one product from the e-commerce offer. Other kinds
of relationships were studied in [14]. Note that all other considered recommendation
methods are insensitive to the type of the requested page.
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Figure 1. The concept of personalized integration of various recommendation methods.
Dotted arrows correspond to the basic adaptation loop
Each method is independent from all others and it is provided only with the context
data (URL, UID).

4.2 Personalized Score Integration
All methods relay, for further processing, their own list of recommended products with
assigned appropriate scores for each. This method prerequisite is the positive value of
every score. Having received these lists, the system integrates, norma lizes and orders
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them using both the obtained scores and weights set that belongs to the given user:

f jkl =

∑

M

wik * sijkl

i=1

maxikl

, sijkl = 0

(1)

where: fjkl – the final score of product j for user k in context (page) l; wik – the current
weight of method i for user k ; sijkl – the score of product j assigned by the
recommendation method i for user k with respect to context l; M – the number of
methods, maxikl – maximum value of score sijkl among scores returned by the i-th method
– the top one in the i-th ranking.
Factor 1/ max ikl is used to flatten different domains of methods to the range [0,1], i.e.
the first item in the ranking of each method receives the value 1.
Note that all component recommendation methods are involved at recommendation
process. In the opp osite approach [9] only top ranked rules i.e. pairs product1 ->
product2 are used and a rule is always the result of a single method.

4.3 Personal Weight Adaptation
The top N candidates from the final recommendation list are presented to the user.
Additionally, the system stores component scores for each of N items displayed to the
user until the next user’s requ est. This means that according to (1) several methods can
have their contribution in a particular recommendation item. This contribution is the
sijkl
normalized score delivered by the method i.e.
. If a user chooses one of
maxikl
recommendations linking to product j, the system checks what normalized score

sijkl
max ikl

had each i-th method in recommending this product and it adequately updates weights
of all methods in the set of user k :

w'(ik1) = wi( 0) +

sijkl
maxikl

, after the first click on recommendation by the k -th user
(2)

w'(ikn +1) = wik(n ) +

sijkl
max ikl

, after the (n+1)-th click

where: w'(ik1) , wik(n) , w' (ikn+1) – the weight of method i for user k after the first, n-th and
( 0)
n+1 user click on recommendation, respectively; wi – the initial system base weight for
method i; sijkl – the score of the clicked, j-th product as signed by method i for user k; the
recommendation is clicked in context l.
where: w'(ik1) , wik(n) , w' (ikn+1) – the weight of method i for user k after the first, n-th and
( 0)
n+1 user click on recommendation, respectively; wi – the initial system base weight for
method i; sijk – the score of the clicked, j-th product assigned by method i for user k.

Additionally, the following normalization mechanism is used to preserve the constant
sum of weights for each user:
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where: wik( n +1) is the normalized weight of method i for user k after the n+1 user click.
At the next click, wik( n +1) is used at calculation of w'(ikn +2 ) with (2). Note that:

∑

M
i =1

wik( n) =

∑

M
i =1

wi( 0)

( 0)
Generally, the greater initial value wi is used, the smaller influence onto weight

changes has the single user selection of recommendation. The initial values of wi( 0) can
help to adjust the recommender framework to the specific application domain. In an
environment with the relatively big number of clicks on recommendation and general
large activity of users greater values of wi( 0) can be more adequate. Similarly, if a typical
user clicks on recommendatio n rather occasionally, the system should exploit this rare
feedback more extensively by using smaller values of wi( 0) .
After the user’s interaction and weight update, the described cycle repeats with the
next user http request.

4.4 System Base Weight Adaptation
Users have their personal weights adapted but we can also take advantage of them for
the new users. To achieve it, the system base weights are periodically recalculated using
the experience of all active users, as follows:

wi(0 ) =

1
K

∑

K
k =1

wik

(4)

where K is the number of all active users. Note that only active users are taken into
consideration. A user becomes active after their first click on any recommendation.

4.5 Balanced Personalized Score Integration
The periodically updated system base weights can be used also in the recommendation
process as the add itional comp onent (Fig. 1) by the following modification of (1):

f ' jkl =

∑

M
i =1

(α w + (1− α ) w ) s
( 0)
i

ik

maxikl

ijkl

, sijkl = 0,

(5)

where α is the personalization factor from the range [0,1].
The greater a is the more personalized is the system. This approach is particularly
useful for users, who rarely visit the site, because they can take advantage of the
exp eriences of others even if they have not had any of their own.

4.6 Working Modes
The system can operate in three working modes: initial, regular or update mode (Fig. 2).
The initial mode consists of an initial base weights assignment. It is invoked at the sta rt
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of the system as well as at new user creation. In the regular working mode, the system
exploits personal weights at recommendation usage (1) or alternatively (5) and it updates
these weights at each selection of a recommendation by the user according to (2) and
(3). Periodically, the system runs the third update mode in which the general knowledge
is modified, especially, system base weights are updated (4). Additionally, the
component recommendation methods have to revise their base knowledge once in a
while due to some new ratings (collaborative filtering), new users, a new, deleted or
modified product on offer, or a significant set of new purchases (association rules), etc.
Some of these methods share the same data source e.g. association rules, the best buy
and demographic method all make use of historical purchases. Since the update
processes are usually system resource and time consuming, they should be carefully
scheduled and not launched too often. The problem of synchronization and initialization
of knowledge among many engaged units (agents) was considered in [12, 16].
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Figure 2. Working modes
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Figure 3. Personalized integration of various methods of recommendation in the WindOwls
sy stems

5 WindOwls – Test Environment
The described above recommendation concept was implemented in the WindOwls
system as an e-commerce windsurfing website (www.windowls.smellme.netlook.pl). It
contains sections with news, art icles, shop and settings. On the settings page users can
modify the look of the interface (Fig. 4), fill in and change their personal information
about their interests (i.e. profiles used for demographic filtering). The most important
section of the website is the shop. A typical page in the shop contains a description of a
single product with the possibility of buying or rating it. The average rating of the
product provided by other users and three or less (if not available) re commendations are
always visible. Every user is presented with an individual recommendation list that
changes on each page during website navigation. The WindOwls system consists of
five independent recommendation modules (Fig. 3):
1) Collaborative recommendation that delivers items best ranked by the users with
other rankings similar to the current user. Each user is represented by one vector
which coordinates correspond to ratings of particular products. First, the system
clusters offline users i.e. vectors by their rankings to gain a number of
neighbourhoods . For each cluster one centroid is calculated – the mean vector of
all member vectors. The ranking list for the cluster is obtained directly from the
centroid – this is the list of products with the highest valu e of its coordinates. Next,
the current user is assigned to the closest cluster-neighbourhood based on the
typical Euclidean distance.
2) Demographic recommendation consists in the recommendation of items most
frequently bought within the group of users. For each user one vector of their
features, like experience level, preferred wind strength, annual expenses on
windsurfing, favourite water region, etc., is created. The system clusters users to
groups, fixes the list of the most popular products for each group and finds the one
which is the closest to the current user based on the current user's demographic
features.
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3) The best rated or the most popular is the static ranking of items that obtained the
greatest sum of ratings (only positive ones) with respect t o their input time.
4) The best buy is also the static list of products that are most frequently bought.
However, the old purchases have less influence on the position of rank due to the
introduction of a special time fa ctor.
5) Association rules is the typical basket analysis method in which products
purchased together frequently enough are more likely to be recommended. First, all
simple association rules that exceed minimum support and minimum confidence are
extracted from the historical shopping baskets. A simple rule means that only one
product can occur on each side of the rule. Next, for the product from the left side
of the rule, the system sorts decreasing its right sides by the confidence value. The
obtained ordered list is the static recommendation ranking list.
Some recommendation methods like collaborative and demographic recommendation
can operate only for identified (logged-in) us ers. Additionally, association rules method
is based on the co-occurrence of products in the same transactions – item-to-item
correlation, so it requires an input product. For that reason, it can work only for product
pages, whereas all others methods are either user sensitive (user-to-user correlation) like
collaborative and demographic filtering or context independent like the best rated and
the best buy. These four methods can be used on all web pages in e -commerce portals,
i.e. also on pages that are not related with any particular product i.e. on white pages. The
last two methods are used only for non-logged users to enable easier comparison
between different methods for identified users. Furthermore, the best rated method can
be treated as the simplified and impersonal version of collaborative filtering.
Note that the context (Fig. 1, 3) also determines the product, in the case when the user
requests a product page. Each recommendation method delivers only L items (products)
to reduce necessary processing. L equal about N*M appears to be quite sufficient to
include most cases, where N is the maximum number of recommendations suggested to
the user and remind them that M is the number of recommendation methods. N=3 and
L=10 were assumed in the implementation. Due to the method preconditions, only three
recommendation methods are able to supply suggestions at the same time. The greater L
is: the less efficient is the system but the more accurate are the obtained scores.

Figure 4. The same product page from the WindOwls website for two different users with
different recommendations – fields with the black frames. Users can change the layout of their
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interface

Figure 5. Two different pages with different recommendations (black frames) for the same user
during one session

Two different users can be given completely different recommendations on the same
page this overcomes the problem of ephemeral personalization [7] (Fig. 4). Additionally,
the same user is suggested different lists of products on each page even during single
user sessions (Fig. 5). Moreover, the same user on the same page can be proposed with
distinct products due to the possible changes in their pe rsonal weights (2) or updates in
method source data – Fig. 6.In consequence, based on the WindOwls system, we can
deliver full personalization.

Figure 6. The same page with partly different recommendations (black frames) for the same

user but at another time
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6 Evaluation
The prototype WindOwls system was evaluated by 40 registered, logged in users in a
real life simulation. They were invited to the specialized news group to use the website,
and to rank and purchase some products. In total, 42 products were bought and 63 ranks
were delivered. Besides these 25 not registered users, who only browsed through the ecommerce offer, used the system. Test data, which consisted of a set of 273 users clicks
on recommendation within 102 user sessions, was divided into two groups: related to
logged in users (Fig. 7a) and not logged in ones (Fig. 7b,c). System base weights on four
stages were considered. At the beginning wi( 0) = 5 were assigned to every method (0%
of clicks). System base weights were recalculated before each stage based on all users’
personal weights (wik ), using formula (4), after 1/3 of all clicks (33%), after 2/3 of clicks
(67%) and for all registered users clicks on recommendations (100%). Formula (1) was
used for integration of recommendation methods instead of (5) i.e. without an additional
component. The system worked either with normalization of personal weights (2) and (3)
– Fig. 7a, 7c or without – using only (2), Fig. 7b.
Since scores of recommendation methods sijk are from the range [0,1], the relatively
high value of the initial base weights wi( 0) = 5 significantly reduced the influence of a
single click on recommendation in (2) compared to e.g. wi( 0) = 1.
After the first stage (0%), with a very limited number of users and their interactions,
the demographic filtering provided the best recommendations for logged in users (Fig.
7a). After more users created their accounts and delivered much information to the
system, ass ociation rules started to gain an advantage. The best buy at first and
association rules after some time appeared to be the most effective recommendation
method for not logged in users, whereas the best rated method ap peared to be the worst
(Fig. 7b,c).
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Figure 7. System base weights in relation to time, for logged in (a) and not logged in users without
(b) and with normalization of component personal weights (c). The recalculation of system base
weights was performed after 1/3 (33%), 2/3 (67%) and all (100%) monitored user clicks on
recommendations.

Generally, we can observe that trends of change have settled after the first period i.e.
after 1/3 of clicks: association rules start to win consistently while all other methods
either lose, like demographic and collaborative filtering (Fig. 7a), or stabilize their
significance like best buy and best rated (Fig. 7b,c). This stabilization of trends is a sign
of the certain balance of the entire system.

7 Related Work
The integration of recommendation methods was usually performed in the non adaptive
way, i.e. the contribution of each method was either unchangeable over the course of
time or independent from the user. The opposite approach was prop osed in [21] by the
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introduction of a coordinator agent. It gathers ordered suggestion lists from three
recommendation agents and it integrates them combining with weights. A weight
corresponding to the particular agent is periodically updated according to the popularity
of suggestions delivered by that agent. The described above approach is more
personalized, since it exploits an individual set of weights that are separately assigned
to, and constantly updated for each user.
Yet another approach was presented by Golovin and Rahm in [9]. They used rules of
type:
<CurrentContent , CurrentUser, CurrentTime> => <RecomendedContent, Weight>
where the content denotes a product from the e-commerce offer. Weights of these rules
are modified by the learning module based on the feedback from the user i.e. the weight
for the selected recommendation is increased whereas it is decreased for all the others
which have been presented. This approach includes learning facilities but only top
ranked rules are used in recomme ndation. We can say that the individual pairs product1,
pro duct2 , i.e. specific recommendations are adjusted, rather than recommendation
methods. Consequently, after some time, items selected by the user will have greater
weights assigned and they will be more likely to be recommended to this user in the
future. Nevertheless, it appears that the user will not be interested in recommendation of
items they have already visited. Hence, the usefulness of emphasizing the particular,
already clicked items for individual users is questionable. In our approach we operate on
methods rather than on recommended items and the feedback information is used for the
adjustment of methods, not for particular products.
The overall idea of the use of weights for items and their adaptation according to the
user behavior was used by Bollacker et al. to recommend scientific literature in the
CiteSeer sys tem [5].
Shahabi and Chen combined clustering of web usage data and content analysis
techniques to achieve pred efined user wish-list and genetic algorithms technique for the
assignment of the current user to the most appropriate list in their Yoda system [31].
However, this approach is more similar to general concept of collaborative filtering and
some other adaptive techniques of user assignment [15, 16, 23] rather than to the
learning mechanism presented in this paper.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
The concept of adaptive recommendations and its implementation in the WindOwls
system presented in the paper appeared to be effective in adapting to the user’s needs
and its main advantage over single recommendation method is the full personalization
that provides users with a dynamic list of products most likely to be interesting.
Due to the update of weights of recommendation methods, the presented system
includes new adaptive, learning capabilities that allow it to reward the most efficient
methods and discard others. This concept appeared to be effective since the personal
weights have significantly changed their average values at the beginning and less over
the course of time – see greater changes for 33% of click (compared to 0%) and lower
modifications for the rest, Fig. 7b,c. Thus, we can say that the system comes, in a sense,
to the certain balance. Also the trend of changes on Fig. 7a has been settled after 33% of
clicks: association rules method has permanently increased in importance while all other
methods have lost their significance.
Additionally, the proposed method is open for introduction of new recommendation
methods based for example either on user navigation patterns [13, 15] or on textual
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content of web pages [14].
The evaluation of the system provided some supplementary conclusions, namely,
recommendation performed with association rules appeared to be the most useful
method but only after some time the system has worked (Fig. 7).
Future work will focus on negative feedback available in some methods (e.g. badly
ranked products in collaborative filtering). It would benefit the system to utilize such
opinions and to lo wer the score of bad products even if other methods show them as
recommendable. At this approach, the system would have to resign from using only L
best items from each method, because it cuts off most of the negatively rated products.
Differences in normalized weights of methods are relatively small; at the test end, they
did not exceed 10% (Fig. 7a) for logged in users and 25% for anonymous ones (Fig. 7c).
The result can be more diverse, if a smaller value of initial weights were used. However,
in such c ases, the danger of overfitting may appear and some recommendation methods
can be permanently excluded from recommendation.
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